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Swaps Revisited – Now Even More Negative
I was recently asked to comment on why the Yen has strengthened recently. Upon
examination, I concluded that the BOJ has been selling USTs from its QE
portfolio, resulting in the sale of US $ and the repurchasing of Yen (an incredibly
counterproductive central banking action given that the Abe government is trying
to weaken the Yen!).
This led me to revisit an article I wrote earlier this year entitled ‘Interest Rate
Swaps as a Benchmark – Bookending the End of an Era’ (2/9/2016). This is a topic
that is dear to me, as I have been championing the use of Swaps as a Benchmark
for Fixed Income and MBS since 1990. (You can find this and other related articles
on MBS Mantra’s Analysis page.)
As you might be aware, longer maturity Swap Spread are negative and have been
so for quite some time. In the February article, I found that the reason for negative
Swaps Spreads was UST selling by Foreign Central Banks, primarily the Bank of
China and the Bank of Japan.
In this article I also concluded:
1. Swaps are less effective as a benchmark than they used to be, and
hedging with swaps seems to have more risk than hedging with USTs.
2. I would not use Interest Rate Swaps as a benchmark for Fixed Income
valuation any more.
3. Negative Swap Spreads tell us that Treasuries are cheap.
4. Swaps are now an instrument with which to bet on QE-related Central
Bank activity and flows.
5. Swaps spreads can go more negative if central banks sell more of their
UST holdings.
6. Swap spreads will widen again if we get more UST purchases from
further Central Bank QE. I believe we will see more easing via the
Fed's Balance Sheet at least.
7. The world of a single benchmark curve for valuing Fixed Income is
ending.
In this piece, we will revisit Conclusion#5: Swaps Spreads can go more
negative if central banks sell more of their UST holdings.
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The first graph shows the 30yr Swap Spread since 2015; the second graph shows
more detail in 2016. Indeed Swap Spreads tightened and went even more
negative starting in June of 2016.
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The next 2 graphs show the UST holdings of the Bank of China and the Bank of
Japan.

Pretty clear – both central banks sold USTs starting in June and July, causing
UST yields to rise, and Swap Spreads to go more negative. (It is not clear to me
why the Renminbi weakened over this period, but that is not a currency I follow.)
I think this validates conclusion #5, but also conclusion #4: Swaps are now an
instrument with which to bet on QE-related Central Bank activity and flows.
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Once again, I will reiterate: Swaps can no longer be considered a benchmark
for Fixed Income, and the use of IRS as a benchmark should be abandoned, as
it will likely result in mishedging, and can cause major losses in the event of a
volatility spike.

Samir B. Shah
Chief Investment Officer
MBS Mantra, LLC
sshah@mbsmantrallc.com
203-388-8356
October 25, 2016
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Important Notice - Disclaimer
This overview is being provided to you by MBS Mantra, LLC (“MBS Mantra” or the “Firm” or the
“Adviser”), for informational purposes only, on a confidential basis and is intended solely for use by the
company or individual to whom it is being delivered. Potential investors are advised to request and
carefully read and review MBS Mantra’s Firm Brochure (Form ADV Part 2), and other documents, if
any, provided by MBS Mantra (the “Documents”).
Under no circumstances should this overview be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of
any offer to buy, interests in any securities, funds, other financial products or investment strategies
managed by MBS Mantra, nor shall it or its distribution form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection
with, any contract for advisory services or otherwise.
The information contained with this brochure has not been audited and is based upon estimates and
assumptions. No reliance should be placed, for any purpose, on the information or opinions contained in
this overview. The information contained in this brochure is based upon proprietary information of MBS
Mantra and public information, but it may not be comprehensive, and it should not be interpreted as
investment advice. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the
accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this overview by MBS Mantra or by
its affiliates and any of their principals, members, managers, directors, officers, employees, contractors or
representatives.
Investors must make their own investment decisions based on their specific investment objectives and
financial position. Charts, tables and graphs contained in this overview or in the Documents are not
intended to be used to assist an investor in determining which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or
sell securities. While this overview may contain past performance data, PAST PERFORMANCE IS
NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS, WHICH MAY VARY. There can be no assurance that
any investment strategy will achieve its investment objective or avoid substantial or total losses. Except
as required by law, MBS Mantra assumes no responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of any
forward-looking statements. Further, MBS Mantra does not provide legal and tax advice; MBS Mantra
recommends that investors consult with their own independent tax and legal advisers.
Any example represents an actual trade made by Samir Shah, MBS Mantra’s principal, and/or MBS
Mantra; any hypothetical represents a possible trade. None of the examples, whether actual or
hypothetical, contained in this overview and the Documents should be viewed as representative of all
trades made by MBS Mantra, but only as examples of the types of trades MBS Mantra expects to
complete for its customers. None of the examples provided can in and of themselves be used to
determine which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them. It should not be assumed that
recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the securities used
as examples in these Documents. To the extent that this document contains statements about the future,
such statements are forward looking and subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, including, but not
limited to, the impact of competitive products, product demand and market risks, fluctuations in operating
results and other risks. (A complete list of trades made by Samir Shah and/or MBS Mantra is available
upon request.)
This overview and all Documents provided by MBS Mantra should only be considered current as of the
date of publication without regard to the date on which you may receive or access the information. MBS
Mantra maintains the right to delete or modify the information without prior notice; MBS Mantra
undertakes no obligation to update such information, including, but not limited to, any forward-looking
statements, as of a more recent date, except as otherwise required by law.
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